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	An Introduction to Cyber Modeling and Simulation (Wiley Series in Modeling and Simulation), 9781119420873 (1119420873), John Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		Introduces readers to the field of cyber modeling and simulation and examines current developments in the US and internationally

	
		This book provides an overview of cyber modeling and simulation (M&S) developments. Using scenarios, courses of action (COAs), and current M&S and simulation environments, the author presents the overall information assurance process, incorporating the people, policies, processes, and technologies currently available in the field. The author ties up the various threads that currently compose cyber M&S into a coherent view of what is measurable, simulative, and usable in order to evaluate systems for assured operation.

	
		An Introduction to Cyber Modeling and Simulation provides the reader with examples of tools and technologies currently available for performing cyber modeling and simulation. It examines how decision-making processes may benefit from M&S in cyber defense. It also examines example emulators, simulators and their potential combination. The book also takes a look at corresponding verification and validation (V&V) processes, which provide the operational community with confidence in knowing that cyber models represent the real world. This book:

		
			Explores the role of cyber M&S in decision making
	
			Provides a method for contextualizing and understanding cyber risk
	
			Shows how concepts such the Risk Management Framework (RMF) leverage multiple processes and policies into a coherent whole
	
			Evaluates standards for pure IT operations, "cyber for cyber," and operational/mission cyber evaluations?"cyber for others"
	
			Develops a method for estimating both the vulnerability of the system (i.e., time to exploit) and provides an approach for mitigating risk via policy, training, and technology alternatives
	
			Uses a model-based approach


	
		An Introduction to Cyber Modeling and Simulation is a must read for all technical professionals and students wishing to expand their knowledge of cyber M&S for future professional work. 
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An Introduction to Analysis of Financial Data with RJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	
		A complete set of statistical tools for beginning financial analysts from a leading authority

	
		Written by one of the leading experts on the topic, An Introduction to Analysis of Financial Data with R explores basic concepts of visualization of financial data. Through a fundamental balance between theory and...



		

Think Skinny, Feel Fit: 7 Steps to Transform Your Emotional Weight and Have an Awesome LifeAtria, 2017

	Before you can lose pounds, you must shed weight.

	

	Alejandro Chabán suffered from being overweight as a child and from anorexia and bulimia as an adolescent, and desperately tried to have a healthy body. Then, after trying different diets and exercise regimens, he finally lost 150 pounds. But he discovered that even...


		

Maximum Muscle, Minimum Fat: The Secret Science Behind Physical TransformationNorth Atlantic Books, 2008

	Diet and fitness books appear at a dizzying rate – and with a wealth of dubious claims – in a culture facing increasing health problems based on a sedentary lifestyle. Ori Hofmekler’s Maximum Muscle, Minimum Fat pulls out of the pack by focusing on the biological principles that dictate muscle gain and fat loss....





	

Corporate Real Estate Management (essentials)Springer, 2020

	Thomas Glatte provides a comprehensive view on the essentials of corporate real estate management (CREM). The author explains in the influence of corporate strategies on real estate strategies for non-property-companies as well as the importance of corporate real estate portfolios, the set-up of CREM organizations and the...


		

Pyomo - Optimization Modeling in Python (Springer Optimization and Its Applications, Vol. 67)Springer, 2012

	This book provides a complete and comprehensive reference/guide to Pyomo (Python Optimization Modeling Objects) for both beginning and advanced modelers, including students at the undergraduate and graduate levels, academic researchers, and practitioners. The text illustrates the breadth of the modeling and analysis capabilities that are...


		

MERN Quick Start Guide: Build web applications with MongoDB, Express.js, React, and NodePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build web applications with MongoDB, ExpressJS, React, and Node

	
		Key Features

		
			Build applications with the MERN stack
	
			Work with each component of the MERN stack
	
			Become confident with MERN and ready for more!
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